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Abstract Variability in the stratospheric polar vortex (SPV) can influence the tropospheric circulation and
thereby winter weather. Early predictions of extreme SPV states are thus important to improve forecasts of
winter weather including cold spells. However, dynamical models are usually restricted in lead time because
they poorly capture low-frequency processes. Empirical models often suffer from overfitting problems as
the relevant physical processes and time lags are often not well understood. Here we introduce a novel
empirical prediction method by uniting a response-guided community detection scheme with a causal
discovery algorithm. This way, we objectively identify causal precursors of the SPV at subseasonal lead times
and find them to be in good agreement with known physical drivers. A linear regression prediction model
based on the causal precursors can explain most SPV variability (r2 = 0.58), and our scheme correctly predicts
58% (46%) of extremely weak SPV states for lead times of 1–15 (16–30) days with false-alarm rates of only
approximately 5%. Our method can be applied to any variable relevant for (sub)seasonal weather forecasts
and could thus help improving long-lead predictions.
1. Introduction
The extratropical stratosphere in boreal winter is characterized by a westerly circumpolar flow, denoted as
the stratospheric polar vortex (SPV). The strength of the SPV can influence tropospheric circulation
[Baldwin et al., 2003; Hitchcock and Simpson, 2014] although the exact mechanisms remain not well
understood [Kidston et al., 2015; Karpechko et al., 2017]. Extremely weak (strong) SPV states often lead to
an equatorward (poleward) shift of the tropospheric jet and precede a negative (positive) phase of the
Arctic Oscillation (AO) [Baldwin and Dunkerton, 1999; Kolstad et al., 2010; Kidston et al., 2015], usually asso-
ciated with cooler (warmer) near-surface temperatures especially over northern Eurasia. The SPV is further
an important source of seasonal predictability for winter weather [Jia et al., 2017] and models initialized at
the onset of extreme stratospheric events have better skill [Kuroda, 2008; Sigmond et al., 2013; Scaife et al.,
2016]. To improve long-range forecasts for winter weather in the midlatitudes, it is thus essential to
accurately capture extreme SPV states [Sigmond et al., 2013; Tripathi et al., 2015; Scaife et al., 2016].
Variability in SPV strength depends primarily on the dynamical troposphere-stratosphere coupling via
upward propagating planetary waves [Matsuno, 1970; Polvani and Waugh, 2004; Shaw et al., 2014; Dunn-
Sigouin and Shaw, 2015]. Subseasonal mechanisms can create vertical wave activity that either constructively
or destructively interferes with the climatological wave [Feldstein and Lee, 2014]. These mechanisms include
tropical teleconnections like El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) [Garfinkel and Hartmann, 2008], the
Madden-Julian Oscillation (MJO) [Garfinkel et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2014], and the Quasi-biennial Oscillation
(QBO) [Watson and Gray, 2014] and also Arctic-related processes like sea ice [Kim et al., 2014] or snow cover
variability [Cohen et al., 2014]. Tropospheric processes are thus likely to have predictive information of the
SPV at longer lead times, but the exact causal links are not well understood.
Though numerical models capture synoptic processes in the stratosphere well, they usually have low skill
in predicting extreme SPV states at lead times beyond ~10 days [Tripathi et al., 2015]. Their skill depends
primarily on the models’ ability to capture the mean stratospheric flow and upward propagating waves
from the troposphere, but both processes suffer from uncertainties in initial conditions [Mukougawa
et al., 2005; Tripathi et al., 2015]. In particular, stationary tropospheric waves associated with anomalous
vertical flux of wave activity have a biased representation in models [Woollings et al., 2010; Shaw
et al., 2014].
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Next to numerical models, empirical methods to forecast summer and winter weather conditions have given
promising results [Baldwin et al., 2003; Cohen et al., 2014; Eden et al., 2015;McKinnon et al., 2016]. The key chal-
lenge is, however, to avoid overfitting of the model by finding the physically relevant processes [Runge et al.,
2015]. Empirical prediction models considering indices like ENSO and the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO)
captured SPV variability well over a training period. However, their performance was limited in prediction
lead time or dropped drastically when applied to independent test data, indicating overfitting due to the
use of noncausal processes [Blume and Matthes, 2012; Minokhin et al., 2017]. Predictors are often calculated
based on principal component analysis or as the spatial mean over some region. The domains over which
the indices are defined are thus not calculated directly from the to-be-forecasted variable (“response vari-
able”), likely affecting the predictive skill. To overcome this, Bello et al. [2015] introduced response-guided
community detection to optimize the construction of climate indices. Yet their approach does not require
the indices to represent connected geographical regions nor does it account for different time lags
or causality.
Here for the first time, we combine the idea of response-guided community detection [Bello et al., 2015] with
a causal discovery algorithm [Runge et al., 2012, 2014, 2015; Pearl, 2013] to detect causal precursors of an
index of interest. Our approach objectively detects and constructs climate indices from spatially gridded data
and avoids overfitting by selecting causal predictors only. We present predictions of the stratospheric polar
vortex here, but the method is generic and can be applied to any teleconnection index or meteorological
variable of interest.
2. Response-Guided Causal Precursor Detection (RG-CPD)
We introduce a two-step procedure to detect causal precursors of a response variable (see Figure 1 for a
schematic presentation). In the first step, the response-guided community detection (Figures 1a and 1b), we
identify regions of meteorological variables that precede changes in the response index. For each variable,
we calculate correlation maps with the considered index for different lags (Figure 1a). Adjacent grid points
with significant correlation (P< 0.005, according to a two-sided Student’s t test) of the same sign are grouped
into precursor regions, and for each region a time series is created by calculating the area-weighted domain
mean (Figure 1b). This reduces the data’s dimensionality but preserves the spatiotemporal patterns describ-
ing the relationship between the lagged precursor variable and the response variable.
In the second step we identify the causal precursors of the response variable amongst all precursor regions
(Figure 1c). By construction, all precursor time series are at least at one lag significantly correlated with the
response variable (left part of Figure 1c) but this does not imply causality: Autocorrelation, common drivers,
or indirect links can lead to spurious correlations. We therefore detect all spurious, respectively, noncausal,
correlations from our list of precursors by applying a multivariate causal discovery algorithm [Runge et al.,
2012, 2014; Pearl, 2013; Colombo and Maathuis, 2014] which is an adaptation of the so called PC algorithm
[Spirtes et al., 2000; Runge et al., 2014] and is explained step by step in Kretschmer et al. [2016] (see also sup-
porting information). The method iteratively tests (using partial correlations) if the lagged linear relationship
between a precursor index and the response variable can be explained by the influence of other precursors.
Precursors which are found to be conditionally dependent with the response variable (at some significance
threshold) can be considered its causal precursors (right part of Figure 1c) meaning that their relationship
with the response variable cannot be explained by the influence of any combination of all other
precursor regions.
3. Data
We use gridded (0.75° × 0.75°) ERA-Interim reanalysis data from 1979 to 2015. For our variable of interest, i.e.,
the SPV, we define an index as the (area-weighted) polar cap mean northward of 60°N of geopotential
heights at 10 hPa. High values thus indicate a weak state of the SPV. We create a half-monthly (15 day means,
i.e., beyond synoptic timescales) time series and remove long-term means and linear trends for each half-
monthly calendar period. We choose this time resolution because we are interested in subseasonal drivers
of the SPV. Moreover, especially persistent stratospheric anomalies can influence tropospheric circulation
[Gerber et al., 2009; Runde et al., 2016] and those are thus captured by this choice. Indeed, the 10% weakest
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(strongest) states of our SPV index coincide with negative (positive) AO-like surface temperature anomalies
(see Figure S1) and therefore reflect those states of the SPV in which we are ultimately interested.
As potential precursors of the SPV, we allow any location from 20°S to 89°N in the fields of sea surface tem-
perature (SST), sea level pressure (SLP), geopotential heights at 500 hPa (Z500), poleward eddy heat flux at
100 hPa (v*T*100), and zonal wind velocity at 50 hPa (U50). This choice captures proposed drivers in the tropics
(e.g., ENSO or the QBO) and Northern Hemisphere extratropics (e.g., SLP over the Ural Mountains) and thus
represents variables and pressure levels that are often used in this context [Garfinkel and Hartmann, 2008;
Cohen et al., 2014; Kim et al., 2014]. The regions for which indices are calculated are not selected a priori
but are an outcome of the precursor detection step. Only the choice of the variable fields and their spatiotem-
poral resolution was based on expert judgment. For the SPV we are only interested in the winter (November
to March) values, but the lagged precursor fields can contain data from previous seasons up to a lead-lag of
4 months (eight time steps).
4. Results
4.1. Detecting Causal Precursor Regions of the SPV
Using the SPV guided precursor detection approach to all fields for different lags (lag-1 to lag-8), we identify
in total 471 precursor regions in the fields of v*T*100 (72 regions), SLP (40 regions), SST (278 regions), Z500
Figure 1. Schematic representation of the response-guided causal precursor detection (RG-CPD) scheme. (a) Detect
regions in multi-variate data which correlate positively (red) or negatively (blue) with the response variable at different
lead-lag times. (b) Take area-weighted averages of all regions creating time series of precursors. (c) By construction, all time
series are (at least) at some lag significantly correlated with the response variable (left). A causality test removes all non-
causal links due to common drivers, auto-correlation or indirect links (right).
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(49 regions), and U50 (32 regions) (Figure 2 for lag-1 to lag-3, supporting information). The precursors
contain several regions that are linked to proposed physical drivers. For example, we find SLP and Z500
over the Ural Mountains to be significantly correlated with the SPV for several lags. This pattern describes
a stationary high-pressure system often preceding weak SPV states [Cohen et al., 2014; Kretschmer et al.,
2016]. SST precursors in the equatorial Pacific indicate a positive relationship between ENSO-like patterns
and weak SPV states [Baldwin and O’Sullivan, 1995; Scaife et al., 2017], and we also find a pattern of Z500
over the Bering Strait associated with strong SPV states [Orsolini et al., 2009; Nishii et al., 2010]. Moreover,
as expected, large precursor regions of v*T*100, a proxy for vertical wave activity, are discovered at higher
latitudes [Polvani and Waugh, 2004].
After applying the causal discovery algorithm (with a significance threshold α = 0.01), only four causal precur-
sors of the SPV index are identified: The lag-1 autocorrelated SPV index itself as well as three precursor
regions (Figure 3a). These include two regions of lag-1 v*T*100 over Eurasia and the North Pacific and a
lag-3 precursor region of SSTs in the Philippine Sea. All detected causal precursors are positively correlated
with the SPV (solid contours in Figure 3a).
We perform a series of tests (see supporting information) to assess the robustness of the detection scheme
and find almost all detected causal precursors being insensitive to different parameter settings (maximum
lag, significance threshold). Furthermore, the causal precursors are robust, when applying the scheme to
shorter time intervals. The causal lag-1 precursors are in agreement with modeling studies stressing the
importance of the mean stratospheric flow and vertical wave propagation for predicting the SPV
[Tripathi et al., 2015]. The relationship of the identified lag-3 SST region (Figure 3a) with the SPV is
Figure 2. Correlation maps of the different precursor fields at lags from 1–3 with the (half-monthly) winter SPV index. Only significant correlation coefficients
(P < 0.005, according to a two-sided Student’s t test) are displayed. Each connected region shaded in blue (negatively correlated) or red (positively correlated) is
a precursor region, and a (weighted) domain-mean time series is calculated.
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weakest as compared to the other causal precursors and somewhat less robust (see supporting
information). Nevertheless, it reflects a real physical connection as anomalously low outgoing longwave
radiation over this region—associated with enhanced deep convection and thus high SSTs—has been
linked to different phases of the MJO preceding stratospheric warmings [Garfinkel et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2014].
In summary, all identified causal precursors are thus in accordance with previous studies and can be under-
stood in a physically consistent way. Yet here their detection was done using an automatized and objective
statistical analysis applied to a large multivariate data set, showing the strength of the methodology. In the
following, we will focus on the three (most robust) lag-1 causal precursors but we will later discuss the lag-3
SST region again in the context of longer lead-lags.
4.2. Predicting SPV Variability and Extreme States
We perform multivariate linear regression of the lag-1 causal precursors on the SPV index to test their predic-
tive skill. The predicted (based on the lagged regression model) and the observed SPV strongly correlate
(r = 0.76, r2 = 0.58), indicating that approximately 60% of SPV variability can be explained by our model.
However, as already mentioned, statistical models often suffer from overfitting and fail when applied to inde-
pendent test data. Here we intended to overcome this by applying a causal discovery algorithm. To show that
our method indeed does not suffer from overfitting problems, we divide the data in a training (1979/1980–
2002/2003) and a test (2003/2004–2014/2015) period and train our full method to data from the former only.
Thus, we apply the CPD scheme to the training period only and detect the same three lag-1 causal precursors
over this shorter time period. Also, the regression model is trained using data from the training period only.
We then predict the SPV in the test period based on the causal precursors and regression parameters from
the training period. The observed and predicted SPV correlate strongly over the training period (r = 0.79,
Figure 4a), and this does not drop notably for the test period (r = 0.73, Figure 4a) proving that our model
is not suffering from overfitting. Thus, the causal precursors detected by our scheme represent robust
lag-1 predictors of the SPV suitable for forecasting (see supporting information for model parameters).
In the following we focus on hindcasting the SPV. To explore the skill of our regression model in more detail,
we perform leave-out cross validation and build the regression model by leaving out all time steps of the
to-be-forecasted winter to avoid any biased scores due to dependent data. This is sufficient as there is no
year-to-year correlation of the SPV (r = 0.06). Yet even when leaving out values of more than one winter,
we find robust results (see Figure S7). Note that all data processing (calculating anomalies and detrending)
is performed excluding the considered winters. The out-of-sample predictions are shown in Figure 4b. The
SPV amplitude is captured in magnitude, and the observations mostly lie within the 95% prediction interval.
Moreover, the predicted and observed SPV strongly correlate (r = 0.76) indicating good explanatory skill of
SPV variability.
Figure 3. Causal precursor regions of the SPV index for different minimum lag tests. The color denotes the variable of the
region, and the contours indicate if the region is positively (solid line) or negatively (dashed line) correlated with the
SPV. The numbers next to the regions indicate the lag of the relationship. The individual correlation coefficients of each
region with the SPV index are shown in the supporting information.
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Being able to predict extreme states of the SPV is most relevant for seasonal winter forecast, as those can
influence tropospheric circulation [Baldwin et al., 2003]. Therefore, we calculate the receiver operating char-
acteristic (ROC) score of our regression model to test if it can skillfully predict threshold-exceeding events
(Figure 4c). More precisely, we calculate the true positive and false positive rates for different percentile
thresholds (in steps of 10%) which is a common metric to evaluate the performance of prediction models
[McKinnon et al., 2016]. The true-positive rate is the number of correctly predicted events, normalized by
the number of observed events in the SPV time series. Likewise, the false positive rate is the number of
wrongly predicted events, normalized by the number of nonevents. We focus on events exceeding the
90th percentile in 10 hPa geopotential height averaged over the polar cap (i.e., the 10% weakest SPV states)
and those below the 10th percentile (i.e., the 10% strongest SPV states). Our model accurately predicted 58%
of weak SPV states with a false alarm rate of only ~4% (Figure 4c). This gives an odds ratio of 28.8 (i.e., the ratio
of the probability that an event actually occurs when predicted, to the occurrence probability when it is not
predicted [McKinnon et al., 2016]). Thus, there is a 29-fold increase in the probability of a weak SPV when our
model predicts it. Similarly, our model correctly predicts 53% of extremely strong SPV states with a false alarm
rate of ~5% giving an odds ratio of 20.2. The ROC score (defined as the area under the ROC curve, Figure 4c) is
0.87, indicating very good predictive skill of our model, way beyond the range of a random classifier with an
ROC score of 0.5 by definition. This shows that our approach is not only suitable to model SPV variability well,
but it is also capable of predicting extreme states with lead-times of 1–15 days (lag-1).
Figure 4. Validation of regression models. (a) Observed (gray line) and predicted SPV over a training (1979/1980 to 2002/
2003, blue line) and a test (2003/2004 to 2014/2015, green line) period with causal precursors and regression parameters
coming from training model. (b) Observed (gray line) and out-of-sample predictions of leave-out cross-validated SPV
(green line) and the 95% prediction interval in green shading. (c) ROC scores for predictions based on different minimum
lead-lags on half-monthly (colored solid lines) and monthly (dashed yellow line) time resolutions for percentiles in steps
of 10%. The scores for the 10% weakest SPV states are indicated with a star and those of the 90% weakest (complementing
the 10% strongest SPV states) with a square.
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4.3. Predictions With Longer Lead Times
Troposphere-induced mechanisms influencing the stratospheric flow operate at subseasonal timescales of
typically several weeks and might therefore provide longer-range predictive skill [Polvani and Waugh,
2004; Garfinkel et al., 2014; Kretschmer et al., 2016]. Therefore, we now detect causal precursors for the SPV
at longer lead times by considering precursors with minimum lags of 2 (16–30 days), 3 (31–45 days), or 4
(46–60 days) time steps only.
For aminimum lag-2, Eurasian v*T*100 at lag-2 as well as the lag-3 SST region are again detected as causal pre-
cursors (Figure 3b). Further, lag-2 sea level pressure over Central Eurasia and a lag-4 region of U50 over the
subtropical Atlantic are identified (Figure 3b). These long-range causal precursors are in agreement with
known physical mechanisms: (1) High pressures over the Ural Mountains favor increased vertical wave activ-
ity [Feldstein and Lee, 2014; Kretschmer et al., 2016]. (2) The negative correlation of lag-4 U50 region is consis-
tent with the easterly phase of the QBO associated with weak SPV states [Watson and Gray, 2014]. For even
longer minimum lags, the lag-3 SST region (Figures 3a–3c) and the lag-4 U50 region (Figures 3b–3d) as well as
two subtropical SST precursors in the Atlantic (Figures 3c and 3d) and Pacific (Figure 3d) are detected.
For these longer lead times, the predicted SPV based on the out-of-sample regression models still correlates
significantly (P< 0.01) with the observed SPV (r = 0.56, minimum lag-2), r = 0.35 (minimum lag-3), and r = 0.29
(minimum lag-4). We find predictive skill with ROC-scores ranging from 0.76 (minimum lag-2) to 0.65 (mini-
mum lag-4). In particular, the models still correctly predict 42% (16–30 days ahead), 22% (31–45 days ahead),
and 17% (46–60 days ahead) of the weakest SPV states resulting in odds ratios of 10.3, 3, and 1.96, respec-
tively (Figure 4c). Similar though somewhat lower skill is achieved for predicting the 10% strongest states
with odds ratios of 6.25 (16–30 days ahead), 1.14 (31–45 days ahead), and 1.52 (46–60 days ahead).
Finally, we repeated our analysis using monthly mean data. On this coarser time resolution, we detect again
two v*T*100 regions (as in Figure 3a) and a Central Eurasia SLP region (as in Figure 3b) as causal precursors at
lag-1 (1–30 days ahead). On the monthly timescale the predicted and observed SPV correlate significantly
(r = 0.63) and the regression model has high predictive skill (ROC score = 0.82) with 50% (44%) correctly pre-
dicted extremely weak (strong) SPV events and an odds ratio of 17 (12.16). These skill values (Figure 4c) are
even better to those using 15 day averaged data for the minimum lag-2 prediction, underlining the robust-
ness of our method.
5. Discussion
Our forecast method provides a generic framework to avoid common problems of empirical studies such as
overfitting and finding the relevant time lags and domains with respect to an index of interest. Our scheme
proposes an objective way to (1) construct response-guided climate indices and (2) filter out spurious corre-
lations using a multivariate causal discovery algorithm. This way, the most relevant physical processes are
identified that can be interpreted as causal precursors in a statistical sense.
From 471 precursor regions, two regions of poleward heat flux (Figure 3a) and the autoregressive SPV index
itself were most robustly detected as causal precursors of the SPV at half-monthly lead times, which is con-
sistent with physical understanding [Matsuno, 1970; Polvani and Waugh, 2004]. By restricting our scheme
to longer lead-lags only or using monthly mean data, we showed that tropospheric processes give useful pre-
dictive skill up to 2 months, especially SLP over Central Eurasia (Figure 3b) and tropical western Pacific SSTs
(Figures 3a–3c) were robustly identified for longer lead times. These regions have been linked to tropical
[Garfinkel et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2014] and Arctic-related [Cohen et al., 2014; Feldstein and Lee, 2014;
Kretschmer et al., 2016] processes favoring increased vertical wave activity. The other detected causal
precursors are less well documented, but their inclusion, nevertheless, showed useful predictive skill beyond
a random classifier. Overall, we achieve higher skill at longer lead times compared to other empirical predic-
tion studies of the SPV with prediction skill limited to approximately 20 days [Blume and Matthes, 2012;
Minokhin et al., 2017]. Though a one-to-one comparison is not possible, our correlation coefficients at lead
times form 16–30 days compare mostly favorably to those for operational forecast models [see Vitart,
2014, Figure 10].
Our findings give additional knowledge to understand the dynamical troposphere-stratosphere coupling in
winter and allow for a causal and thus physical interpretation. Further, given that our method produces
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relevant skill at subseasonal timescale, it could have applications as a stand-alone tool in forecasting extreme
SPV states. A possibly more powerful approach would combine our empirical forecast method with those of
dynamical models to improve subseasonal probabilistic forecasts [Weisheimer and Palmer, 2014; Jia et al.,
2017]. Ferrone et al. [2017] showed that postprocessing of an ensemble of subseasonal forecasts can enhance
their probabilistic skill. Predictors resulting from slowly varying components of the climate system provide
information useful for statistical postprocessing of model ensembles. This can correct for model biases, which
are often substantial for low-frequency variability. Physically meaningful precursors are needed to define
proper statistical relationships, to avoid overfitting issues, and here our causal precursor detection scheme
could proof useful.
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